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Editorial
We’re flying through the air with the greatest of ease this week.
Yamaha is looking to put a boxer engined drone in the sky.
Darren Wray sent us drone pictures from last Saturday’s SAM
meeting at Meadowhall Retail Park and Tom Cruise jumps out of a
helicopter with a motorbike. I’ll bet there is not much left of that
bike! They say things come around again. The Spen Valley Civic
Society and Panthers Owners Club have memorialised Phelon and
Moore Motorcycles with an information board about the
motorcycle manufacturer in Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire. A 1963
Panther 250cc was my first motorbike and it took me all over the
UK. Maybe a ride in homage to my first bike is in order. I’ve never
been a fan of hanging off the seat but I do admire those who can
do it well. Riding upright and leaning into corners is about as far
as I go. If you have children/grandchildren then read about LEGO
joining the motorcycling circus with six new bikes and flywheels
for hours of fun. I’ll bet there will be more than a few grown up
children who will have a lot of fun with them too. These stories
and a lot more have been garnered for your reading pleasure.

To ensure that anyone interested in SAM activities, the SAM and
Survival Skills newsletters are also on the SAM website; so,
everyone can read, enjoy and share. Until next week…

Stay healthy and ride safe, Ed.
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SAM News

Saturday morning rides are always very popular - come and join
us, 9am every week, at Meadowhall Retail Park Sheffield S9 2YZ…

Ride safe!

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...
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If you're out & about on your
bike this week, please
consider carrying our Biker
I.C.E. Card. It gives
emergency services staff vital
information about the right
treatment for you, should you

be involved in an accident.
https://iam-sheffield.bike/biker-i-c-e-card/

SAM Social Media

Gang of
bandana-wearing
motorbike thieves
terrorising Sheffield

A gang of motorbike
thieves is at large in
Sheffield, travelling in

a group of up to 16 and wearing balaclavas or bandanas to cover
their faces. Read more…

Video on steering , awareness of
what happens and general a bit of a
run through how it works . Prob
some nonsense thrown in for good
measure and the craic. Watch
here…
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New proposals aim to 'reduce
fuel duty' for classic cars ahead
of new E10 fuel changes

CAR TAX fuel duty costs could
be reduced for classic car
owners when new E10 fuel is

launched if campaigners' proposals are accepted. Read more…

Sturgis motorcycle rally shown to
be a COVID super-spreader
event. Sturgis bikers COVID back
to their communities… Read
more…

The Cat and Fiddle Inn is
the second-highest inn or
public house in England
(the Tan Hill Inn being the
highest). The inn is
situated on the eastern
fringes of Cheshire in the
Peak District National Park

on the A537 road just west of the Derbyshire/Cheshire county
boundary, on the western side of Axe Edge Moor. It is at an
elevation of 1689ft above sea level (although a measurement
commissioned by a former landlord suggested a figure of 1772ft,
which would surpass that of the Tan Hill Inn). The Ordnance
Survey has fixed an accurately measured flush-bracket
benchmark to the front wall of the pub. The height of this flush
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bracket is 515.1984m, and the flush bracket is 0.4m above the
ground level, which casts doubt over the validity of the private
survey.The inn is the last on the 45mi Four Inns Walk, held
annually in spring, mainly over the high moorland to the
north.HistoryThe pub was built in 1813. It closed in December
2015., its future as a public house is uncertain, Robinsons
Brewery stating in 2016 that it was "closed until further notice".
In September 2016 a local newspaper reported that it would
reopen, but no date was subsequently announced.Cat and Fiddle
RoadThe inn gives its name to the Cat and Fiddle Road: a stretch
of the A537 road, linking Macclesfield to the west with Buxton to
the east, which features many sharp corners. This road became
notorious for the high number of accidents, particularly among
motorcyclists for whom the road is often regarded as an
exhilarating technical challenge; an AA survey in 2003 named it
as the most dangerous stretch of road in the United Kingdom.

Riding in the company I keep at
work can be a sobering experience.
The wider MCN team have hundreds
of years of experience of riding
every type of bike on the roads,
runways, trails and racetracks – and
they’re bloody good at it. Read more…
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YAMAHA TO INTRODUCE
ADVANCED RIDER AIDS
AND WARNING SYSTEMS
ON FUTURE MODELS

Through the use of radar
sensors front and rear,
Yamaha plans to provide
advanced warnings & rider

aids to future model range to improve rider safety. Read more…

Fitting the Tutoro automatic
motorcycle chain oiler was
both interesting and
satisfying, from digesting the
very well written manual (to
give you a feeling of
confidence before starting)
to watching the soothing
blue lubricant steadily make its way to the chain once the
installation was finished.

It's a quality, well made (in the UK!) piece of kit that's going to
protect the chain of the CFMOTO 650MT and we're looking
forward to seeing the Tutoro at work over Autumn and Winter.

We hope you find the video useful and interesting - it's 12
minutes long but we feel that it'll give those looking for a
motorcycle chain oiler and those looking to fit a Tutoro valuable
information.

Read the manual and take your time to get it right and it'll be a
very useful addition to your motorcycle.

#morebikes #motorcyclechainoiler #tutoro
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Most motorcycle cornering advice
you hear about is body position
and "how to hang off". In this
video I debunk the myth that
hanging off is necessary on the
street. It is a common beginner
mistake to assume this to be

accurate. This simple riding tip will make you faster than 90% of
riders out there. Watch here…

Not all biker chicks see
selfies as a short-cut to
breaking into the adult
movie industry. You won’t
find me lying naked across
a motorcycle, smiling
through gritted teeth while
the front brake
master-cylinder digs into
my shoulder. But motorcycles are breath-takingly beautiful. They
lead directly to fun and adventure. Read more…

Government proposals to allow
drivers to tow a trailer without
taking an additional test could lead
to more accidents. That’s the view
of road safety charity IAM
RoadSmart, which is alarmed by

the possible changes.
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EU driving law will hold
drivers responsible for
breaking rules if new speed
limiters fail

EU TRANSPORT chiefs have
admitted drivers will still be
held responsible if new

speed limit technology expected to launch in the UK fails. Read
more…

Highway Code 2021 changes -
full list of the 35 rules you'll
need to know

THE HIGHWAY CODE is being
updated for 2021 to give more
priority to pedestrians and
cyclists, as part of a £338million investment in walking and
cycling. What is the full list of the changes to the Highway Code?
Read more…

Drunk e-scooter rider stopped by
police while using motorway to
get home A drunken e-scooter
rider was stopped by police while
using the motorway to get home
after a night out in Birmingham.
Read more...
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Calls for cyclists to pay ‘road tax’
in response to upcoming Highway
Code changes. SOCIAL media
users are calling for car and road
tax changes following the recent
announcement the Highway Code
would be prioritising cyclists and

pedestrians. Read more…

The beautiful but dangerous
Yorkshire road forced to close
70 days a year

Snake Pass, linking Sheffield
and Manchester, is a hotspot
for accidents

What came first: Snake Pass or the Snake Pass Inn? It's a bit of a
trick question when it comes to the history of the notoriously
hazardous Peak District road linking Sheffield and Manchester.
Read more…

Five times as many drivers
caught by A9 roadworks
cameras than on rest of
Dunblane-Inverness route

A stretch of the A9 that will
become dual carriageway this

weekend saw nearly 1,700 drivers caught speeding during its
construction this spring – five times as many as over the
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whole of the rest of the road’s average speed camera system
between Dunblane and Inverness. Read more…
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SAM members Saturday Meeting at Meadowhall Retail Park. Many
thanks to Darren Wray for the drone images. Join us next week and
your bike could be another speck on the tarmac. See more

here...
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

BikerDown!...More dates
available

See sysrp.co.uk/bikerdown
for more information and how
to book.

VINTAGE WEEK:

We couldn't do a vintage week
without throwing in some photos
of ourselves!

Check out the Safer Roads team
in their 1940s get up for
#Rotherham Vintage
Hop...#vintage
#ThrowbackThursday

Some great poses on there guys! @NESMUSEUM

VINTAGE WEEK:

It's Friday! Woohoo -
which means we're
doing a #fridayfriends
shout out to the
National Emergency

Services Museum in #Sheffield. If you're a fan of all things
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#vintage, then you really should give them a visit:
https://www.visitnesm.org.uk/ A great place for all ages.

For their new journey to
secondary, will your child be
catching a bus, tram or train?

Is your child prepared for this
new journey?

Check out our transition parents
guide for more info
sysrp.co.uk/news/parentpage Or
South Yorkshire Travel website

Cycle Barnsley - The Active Travel HUB in Barnsley, provides a
one-stop-shop for help and advice if you want to get on two
wheels. Check out the website for more info. #CycleSRP
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Cycle Sheffield - Want to get on two wheels but not sure where to
start? Then check out the website for info on routes, training,
groups and loan schemes. #cycleSRP

Cycle Doncaster - Want to
know more about how to get
on two wheels in Donny? Check
out the website for info on
routes, training and hire
schemes. #cycleSRP

Cycle Rotherham - Want to
know how to get on two
wheels in Rotherham, then
check out the website for info
on free bike checks, free loan
schemes and training.
#cycleSRP
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Back to school

When dropping off or picking
up form school, please don't
block any driveways.

Think of the neighbours

Around the motorcycling web

All square as WorldSBK’s
intense title fight heads for
France

The 2021 MOTUL FIM
Superbike World
Championship is into the
second half of the year and
heads to the iconic Circuit
de Nevers Magny-Cours for

round eight and the Motul French Round. Usually, there’s a
Championship on the line but not this time and in fact, the title
race couldn’t be any different. It’s all square between
Championship leader Toprak Razgatlioglu (Pata Yamaha with Brixx
WorldSBK) and Jonathan Rea (Kawasaki Racing Team WorldSBK),
as both have 311 points each – Toprak leading the standings by
virtue of more full-length race wins (5 vs 4). However, with Scott
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Redding (Aruba.it Racing – Ducati) making big gains in the last
two rounds, it’s a three-horse race. Read more...

85 PRIZES FOR 85 YEARS: DEVITT
INSURANCE GOES GIVEAWAY
CRAZY TO CELEBRATE MILESTONE
ANNIVERSARY

Specialist motorcycle insurance provider, Devitt, is celebrating 85
years in business this summer and to mark the milestone
anniversary, the company is launching a bumper giveaway with a
huge ‘85 prize’ giveaway. Read more…

HOW TO HANG OFF A MOTORCYCLE...
CORRECTLY AND SAFELY!

Hanging off a bike is something that
doesn’t come naturally, but it's the
most efficient and quickest way to
hustle your motorcycle around - if
you are new to it though, check out

these handy tips. Read more...

Suitable for kids from five to 92.

Motorcycling is an inherently
dangerous activity. Whether you
ride on the road, in the dirt, or at
the track, risk is always a factor.
For that reason, many parents
divert their children away from motorbikes. However, balance
bikes, television programs, and initiatives like All Kids Bike have
made the sport more accessible to young children. Now, LEGO is
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getting in on the action with its latest City Stuntz set featuring six
daredevil riders. Read more…

It’s not a motorcycle, but it’s still pretty
cool.

Yamaha unveils a new concept at the 2021
Japan Drone Expo involving a horizontally

opposed engine. The event was held at Makuhari Messe in the
Chiba Prefecture and took place from June 14 to 16, 2021 where
unmanned aerial and underwater drones were showcased at this
event. Read more…

A home goods store now
stands where Panthers once
prowled.

Yorkshire, England, is
internationally beloved for
some important reasons in

2021. Yorkshire pudding, Sir Patrick Stewart, and Yorkshire Tea
are all thought of fondly by many people who’ve never set foot
there. However, even many motorcycle history enthusiasts aren’t
familiar with early 20th century OEM Phelon & Moore, which was
also Yorkshire born and bred. Now, two local groups want to
make sure that although the company is long gone, it’s never
forgotten. Read more...
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How To Push Your Motorcycle And
Manoeuvre Your Motorcycle Unpowered

Moving and walking your motorcycle without power is part
of motorcycling management. We’ve no reverse and often
in tight spaces, we have no choice but to move the bike
manually – in our garage, at the fuel station, or getting out
of a parking space. No matter what weight, height, or size
your motorcycle is, with practice and these techniques you
can push and manoeuvre your motorcycle confidently, and
in full control!  And on any surface and in the tightest of
spaces! – manoeuvring it by walking beside it is not only faster, but far easier than you
think! Read more...

This WW2 fire-fighting trike is the
strangest, coolest thing we've seen
all week

During the early 1940s, pretty much
every country that had
manufacturing capabilities was

working hard for their respective war efforts. Some were building
planes, guns and tanks while others focused on the locals.

That’s where this 1941 Kurogane Model 1 Fire Trikes comes in, a
three-wheeled firefighter used in Japan and Malaysia. Read
more...

Behind the Scenes: Tom Cruise Jumps
Off A Cliff With A Motorcycle

With each new Mission: Impossible
movie there is a raised expectation for
bigger and better stunts, and that’s
because with each sequel Tom Cruise
has managed to successfully raise the

bar with his performances. The franchise has become a kind of
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testing ground for the star to push the limits of practical action on
the big screen, and the things we’ve seen him do over the years
is just mind-bending. That’s a tradition that unsurprisingly will
continue in the upcoming Mission: Impossible 7 – but audiences
may not be totally prepared for what they are going to witness,
as what Cruise, director Christopher McQuarrie, and the crew of
the film have in store is simply next level and unbelievable.

IAM RoadSmart News
Your View: As vehicles become more
autonomous, the Highway Code could
change to allow drivers to hand some
control to their vehicles. Is this a step
in the right direction? Will self-driving
cars ultimately improve road safety?
Does driver training need to change to
take these new systems into account?
Can a computer ever replace a skilful
driver? Let us know what you think and

your views could appear in the next issue of our IAM RoadSmart
magazine.

Thank you all for entering.
The winner is................
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Our Young Driver Assessment is
perfect for drivers like you who
appreciate that, even though you’ve
passed your driving test, there are
still plenty of things to learn and
develop as you embark on your
driving journey.

Find out more at:
http://www.iamroadsmart.com/YDA

Why do a Mature Driver Review
with IAM RoadSmart?

Our course is a relaxed,
informal assessment created
especially for older drivers.
Designed to help you refresh
your knowledge and driving skills, the course will give you
renewed confidence for your continuing driving journey.

Find out more at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/mature-driver-review
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Want to become a safer rider?
Our Advanced Riding Course
can help. The roads can be a
dangerous place, even for the
most alert and cautious riders.
While you can never be 100%
safe, becoming an advanced
rider will equip you with the
skills to correctly anticipate,
and plan for, the hazards you
encounter on your rides. Find
out more at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.co
m/courses/advanced-rider

Take care and stay safe

Paul Conway (Editor & Webmaster)

Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152
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Meetings are for club members, observers, associates and ANY
biker interested in taking an advanced rider course. Meetings are
usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

ALL bikers welcome

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: TBA
● Next SAM Club Night: TBA
● Autumn Breakfast Meet: October 2021 - details to follow.
● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the

basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
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request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
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provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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